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Abstract 

Micro-fabrication with Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving (SACE) Technology 

Tohid Fatanat Didar 

Microfluidics and Lab-on-a-Chip devices have the potential to influence subject areas 

from chemical synthesis and biological analysis to optics and information technology. 

Micro fabrication is the means of turning the new designs and ideas in micro and nano 

technology into devices that benefit mankind. Among the materials used in microfluidic 

devices, glass has very interesting properties such as transparency, chemical resistance, 

bio-compatibility and low electrical conductivity. Conventional glass patterning can be 

performed via chemical or physical processes. Spark assisted chemical engraving 

(SACE) is an unconventional micro-machining technology based on electrochemical 

discharges used for micro-machining of non-conductive materials. SACE Glass 2D-

micro-machining was characterized and parameters affecting the quality and geometry of 

the micro-channels were presented and the effect of each of the parameters assessed. 

Chemical contribution to the material removal mechanism is investigated. The results 

from the FT-IR analysis on the machined sample and Inductive Coupled Plasma Mass 

Spectrometry (ICP-MS) test showed that chemical etching at high local temperatures is 

the major phenomenon contributing to the machining process. Calculations of removed 

mass by analytical balance and geometrical methods, followed by the results from the 

nano-indentation test indicate that the hardness and density of the machined surface 

decrease during the machining process. Finally microfluidic components fully fabricated 

by SACE are presented. 
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1. Introduction 

The manipulation of fluids in channels with dimensions of tens of micrometers, 

microfluidics, has emerged as a distinct new field. Microfluidics and Lab-on-a-Chip 

devices have the potential to influence subject areas from chemical synthesis and 

biological analysis to optics and information technology.[l] 

Glass, silicon and some polymers are considered the most used materials for micro-

fluidic devices. Among these, glass has very interesting properties such as transparency, 

chemical resistance, bio-compatibility and low electrical conductivity. Various 

technologies are available for patterning micro-holes and micro-channels on glass. [1] 

Conventional micro-fabrication can be performed via chemical or physical processes. 

Lithography is used as the most famous chemical process which utilizes chemical 

etching. These methods of fabrication are, however, often very time-consuming and 

expensive as they involve several steps such as substrate cleaning, lithographic 

patterning, wet-etching and bonding. Besides, achieving high aspect ratio structures with 

chemical etching, such as connecting holes, is challenging to obtain. 

On the flip side, other established glass micro-machining technologies are physical, such 

as laser machining, abrasive jet machining, ultrasonic machining, water jet machining 

and diamond cutting. Compared to the clean room technologies, these methods are in 

general single processes and often hampered by the difficulty in obtaining a good surface 

quality leading to structural damages like micro-cracks. Among physical processes, laser 

micro-machining is the most developed which performs micro-machining with local 

heating of the surface [2]. Although expensive equipment used in laser machining results 

in high production costs [2]. 
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Spark assisted Chemical Engraving (SACE) is an unconventional and novel technology 

which can be used for micro fabrication [3]. Ability of this technology to combine local 

heating and local chemical etching has enabled it to take the advantage of both chemical 

and physical processes for fabrication. The most notable property of SACE is its ability 

to localize these processes which enables its application to micro fabrication and reduces 

prototype production costs significantly. SACE not only eliminates the need for clean-

room environment, but also provides the possibility of simultaneous fabrication of a set 

of micro-holes and micro-channels only by moving the machining tool. The whole 

process does not take more than 4 hours for a complex device [4, 5] and high aspect-ratio 

structures can be obtained. Typical dimensions of machined structures reach from around 

lOOum up to a few centimeters. 

1.1. History of electrochemical discharges 

Electrochemical discharges were first used by physicians as a source of light spectra in 

the middle of the 19th century. This physical phenomenon was rediscovered in the 

beginning of the 20th century by electrical engineers as nonlinear electrical components 

and again in the middle of last century by chemists as a source of non faradic 

electrochemical reactions. Its use in micro machining dates back to the second half of the 

20th century by H. Kurafuji and K. Suda [6]. So far the latest development has been the 

synthesis of nanopafticles [7]. Each of these applications is actually hosted in different 

fields of science and engineering. This explains why at the beginning of each of these 

applications, the electrochemical discharge phenomenon was rediscovered and only later 

related to earlier observations reported in other fields. 
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1.2. Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving (SACE) 

1.2.1. General principle 

Electrochemical Discharge Machining (ECDM) or Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving 

(SACE) was first introduced by Kurafuji et al. [6]. While SACE has been used for 

machining of different materials such as ceramics and silicon [8, 9], glass has been 

subject to considerable attention because of its excellent properties for microfluidic and 

Lab-on-a-Chip devices. 

The machining takes place in an electro-chemical cell where the cathode is used as the 

machining tool and the anode as a counter-electrode [10]. When a voltage higher than a 

critical value, called critical voltage, is applied, bubbles grow so dense on the tool 

electrode that they coalesce into a gas film; this has been identified as one of the key 

parameters for machining repeatability [3, 11]. Electrical discharges take place between 

the tool electrode and the electrolyte (figure 1-1). When the tool electrode is brought in 

close vicinity (less than 25um for glass [3]) of the substrate, machining takes place. 

Toot-electrode (-) 

Work-piece 

Counter-electrode (+) 
(large electrode) 

Figure 1-1. Schematic presentation of electrochemical cell and current-voltage characteristics 
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The value of the critical voltage Ucnt is function of the inter-electrode resistance and is 

determined by the condition that the current density on the tool-electrode is at least 1 

A/mm . Typical values are around 25V. Detailed descriptions of the fundaments of the 

gas film formation are reported in the literature [3,11,12]. 

1.2.2. SACE micro-machining set up 

The experimental set-up for SACE micro-machining has schematically been shown in 

figure l-2a. The main parts of the set-up are the following: 

- Electrochemical cell 

- Power supply 

- XYZ-stages 

- Programmable controller 

- Tool electrodes of different shapes and material 

The setup shown in figure l-2b has the advantage of 3D motion, i.e. the drilling head can 

move simultaneously along the three axes to follow a 3D trajectory. The processing cell 

is mounted on an XY stage with the work-piece and on a Z stage the machining head 

with the fixed tool electrode. XYZ stages are from Newport® which are controlled using 

an XPS motion controller from the same company. The machining head consists of a 

homemade flexible structure which allows detecting the glass surface for 2D-machining. 

As a counter electrode, a large cylindrical ring (same diameter as the processing cell) in 

stainless-steel is used. The work-pieces are standard glass sample holders for optical 

microscopes with a thickness of 1 mm (Menzel-Glasser, a soda-lime glass). The 
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processing cell is cylindrical with a diameter of 11 cm. The power source used in the 

experiments is a commercial power source Lambda Zup (60V-3.5A). 

(a) 

0>) 

Figure 1-2. a) Schematic representation of the experimental set-up, b) machining set-up 
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1.3. Glass micro-machining 

1.3.1. Micro-hole drilling 

Micro-hole drilling in glass is an important task to realize connections to, or between, 

layers for micro-fluidic devices. SACE is particularly suited for such tasks because of the 

possibility to machine a wide range of hole diameters and forms with high aspect-ratio [3, 

5, 13]. The most efficient and simple way of micro-hole drilling with SACE is to use the 

so called gravity-feed drilling [13]. The tool-electrode moves down inside the work-piece 

by its own weight or alternatively by a constant force pushing on it. Even when no extra 

control for the drilling process is used, the micro-hole depth is easily controllable with a 

precision of a few microns [5]. Figure 1-3 shows the steps for gravity-feed drilling. 

(«) 

Drilling depth 
<*) 

Figure 1-3. Schematic representation of different steps for gravity-feed micro-hole drilling a) glass 
surface is detected b) machining head is moved down the desired micro-hole depth and the voltage is 

switched on c) desired depth is reached and the voltage is switched off [13] 

Using an additional sensor (e.g. optical sensor) the progress of the drilling can be 

monitored during the process. The analysis of the drilling reveals that after a few hundred 
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microns, the process becomes limited by the ability of the electrolyte to reach the tool-

electrode tip resulting in an almost constant drilling speed of about 10-20 um/s and an 

increase of the micro-hole diameter [5]. 

p 

Figure 1-4. Characterization guide for choosing proper voltage as a function of desired depth for 
micro-hole drilling [5] 

A c c V Spini Miyn Oct WD 
: 1 0 0 k V ? 0 28x SE 11.1 

Figure 1-5. Micro-holes drilled with 28-30V and 200 microns depth [13] 
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Figure 1-4 helps in selecting the right voltage as a function of the desired precision, 

surface quality and drilling depth. If needed, some additional vibration can be added to 

the tool motion to reduce machining time or voltage pulses can be used to reduce the heat 

affected zone around the micro-holes [14]. Figure 1-5 shows micro-holes drilled applying 

parameters on the blue zone (smooth surface) shown in figure 1-4. 

1.3.2.2D-micro-machining 

It is possible to perform 2D and 3D machining by moving the tool over the working piece 

[15-17]. This was reported first by Langen et al. [18]. Later Wuthrich et al. [18-20] 

reported micro-channels of lOOum width and a few millimetres long. Recently the effect 

of tool rotation and pulse voltage [21] and electrolyte composition [22] on the 

performance of 2-D-micro-machining have been reported. However none of these studies 

were designed to improve understanding of the key mechanisms controlling the quality 

and geometry of micro-channels. 

The quality and geometrical specifications of machined micro-channels has so far never 

been characterized systematically. As micro-channels play a vital role in MEMS, micro-

fluidic or Lab-on-a-Chip devices, the quality of machined channels and depth of the 

channels must be well controlled. 

Obtaining an acceptable quality for micro-channels with SACE is more challenging than 

micro-holes. The most appropriate method for machining is to keep the tool-electrode a 

few microns above the glass surface (typically less than 25um) and move it at a constant 

speed. As it is impossible to align the glass surface to be completely horizontal, there will 

be a difference in the height of the start and end points of the micro-channel. The 
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horizontal motion of the tool will change its distance from the glass surface and there will 

even be a possibility of contact between glass surface and the tool. A systematic method 

for 2D-micro-machining resulting in characterization and modeling is introduced in 

chapter 2. 

1.4. Material removal mechanism 

As discussed before, machining with electrochemical discharges was introduced in the 

pioneering work of H. Kurafuji and K. Suda [6] on glass micro-drilling. Since this subject 

has been studied by several researchers, however there is a significant lack of knowledge 

when it comes to the mechanism of material removal in SACE. Several processes are 

thought to contribute to material removal [23, 24]: 

- Melting and vaporization due to electrochemical discharges 

- High temperature chemical etching 

- Differential expansion of constituents and weathering 

- Random thermal stresses and micro-cracking and sapling 

- Mechanical shock due to expanding gases and electrolyte movement 

Different groups attributed the material removal mostly to a combination of "thermal 

melting due to local heating by the electrochemical discharges and some chemical 

effects" [3,25-27]. 

1.5. Thesis objectives and overview 

The main objective of this thesis is to systematically characterize the novel SACE 

technique so that it can be confidently used for fabrication of micro fluidic devices. In 

order to achieve this goal, the following requirements should be fulfilled: 
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1- Systematic characterization of 2D-micro-machining: Micro-holes and micro-

channels are the main parts of any microfluidic device. As mentioned before, micro-hole 

drilling by SACE has been developed and characterized but there was a lack of 

knowledge for systematic performing and characterization of 2D-micro-machining. 2D-

micro-machining will be discussed in chapter 2. 

2- Mechanism of material removal: Understanding the mechanism of material removal 

can help in developing better experimental set-ups and control strategies for micro-

fabrication. Material removal mechanism and chemical effects during machining process 

will be discussed in chapter 3. 

3- Changes in machined samples properties: Properties of machined glass substrates 

such as hardness and local density are important parameters not only for the future 

applications of the machined substrates but also for better understanding of the material 

removal mechanism. Changes in hardness and density of machined glass samples, 

confirmed by performing nano-indentation test on the machined micro-channels surface, 

is discussed in chapter 4. 

Recently, micro-holes machined with SACE have been used for different applications. 

The micro-channels in the recent applications have been fabricated via other methods e.g. 

laser machining or photolithography. In Chapter 5, a microfluidic device comprised of 

micro-holes and micro-channels machined with SACE is introduced for the first time. In 

addition to the conclusion of the thesis, some original ideas for future studies about the 

applications of SACE for fabrication of microfluidic and Lab-on-a-Chip devices are also 

proposed in chapter 5. 
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2. Glass 2D-Micro-Machining 

This chapter elaborates characterization of SACE 2D-micro-machining with constant 

speed and proposes a practical model for achieving desired micro-channel contours. 

Besides, Parameters affecting the quality and geometry of the micro-channels machined 

by SACE technology with constant velocity is presented and the effect of each parameter 

is assessed. Results from variety of experiments provide a quantitative description of 

achievable geometrical tolerances and micro-channel quality using SACE constant 

velocity machining. The study focuses on the characterization of achievable geometrical 

tolerances as a function of the machining voltage and tool speed. The impact of chemical 

etching in SACE-2D-micro-machining is quantified. The machined micro-channels are 

characterized and a phenomenological model for SACE constant velocity 2D-machining 

is proposed and was shown to have firm theoretical bases. 

This chapter is based on the following publication: 

Fatanat Didar T., A. Dolatabadi, R. Wuthrich , Characterization and Modeling of 2D 
Glass Micromachining by Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving (SACE) with Constant 
Velocity, Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering 18(2008) 065016. 
doi: 10.1088/0960-1317/18/6/065016. 
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2.1. 2D-micro-machining procedure 

In the first step, the machining head is positioned on the XY stage at the desired position. 

The Z stage is slowly moved down (at 200//m/s) until the machining head touches the 

glass surface. This point will be the end point of the micro-channel. The Z stage speed is 

chosen slow enough to get repeatability in the surface position detection smaller than 5 

fim. When the glass surface is detected, the Z stage is moved up and then the X stage 

moves to obtain the desired channel length (15mm). Then, the Z stage is moved down, 

according to the same procedure as the first point, to detect the second point of the 

channel. The two detected points will define a line in the XZ plane. Using these two 

points, the equation of a line is formed: the ideal trajectory. The ideal trajectory can only 

be followed for a surface which is completely smooth; the notion of a smooth surface is 

meaningless at micro scale and any real surface exhibits defects at this scale. The glass 

samples used in the experiments are guaranteed by the manufacturer to have surface 

defects smaller than 1 micron. Therefore surface irregularities can be neglected and the 

ideal trajectory has to be modified only to take the machine error into account to avoid 

the machining tip touching the surface. This error is attributed to the system which is 

used for glass surface detection and is measured to be approximately 3 microns. The 

primary line is then shifted along the Z axis in an amount equal to this error plus the 

desired tool distance from glass surface. The shifted line, which is called the "practical 

trajectory", is the trajectory followed by the machining tip (figure 2-1). 
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Tool T * 
Distance ^_ j ^ • 

Z 

»- X 

Figure 2-1. Schematic representation for 2D-micro-machining with constant velocity 

After finding the equation of the practical trajectory, the machine tip is moved to the first 

point of the practical trajectory, the voltage is switched on and the tip is moved along this 

trajectory. The magnitude of the velocity vector in the XZ plane is kept at a pre-specified 

constant value. When the tool reaches the last point of the practical trajectory, voltage is 

switched off and the process for 2D-machining is finished. 

The next step is to measure the depth of the channel. The procedure used to measure the 

machined micro-channel depth is as follows: 10 points are chosen along the machined 

micro-channel, the machining tip is kept at a safe distance from the surface (about 3mm) 

and moves through these points consecutively, on each point the tip moves along the Z 

axes until it touches the channel surface at which point the coordinate of the point is 

saved. Comparing this coordinate with the analogous point on the ideal trajectory, the 

depth of the micro-channel at that point is obtained. These points were chosen to be in the 

middle of the micro-channel (with 2mm distance from two ends) to avoid boundary 

effects. Since the tip itself has a finite thickness, the measured values have to be 

interpreted with care. These measured depth values were verified and confirmed using an 
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optical microscope. To automate the procedures explained above, computer programs 

where developed using the TCL scripting language. 

2.2. Results and discussion 

Several parameters affect the quality and geometry of micro-channels fabricated by 

SACE technology with constant velocity, the most important of which are tool speed, 

applied voltage, tool distance from glass surface, thickness of electrolyte layer above 

glass surface and tool travel length. It is very difficult to control the thickness of the 

electrolyte layer above the glass surface; therefore this parameter was not used as a 

variable and in all the experiments the same amount of electrolyte was used. Various 

experiments were performed to find out the effect of the other parameters on machined 

micro-channels. All the experiments were done with a tool distance of about 5 microns 

from the glass surface. Only in the experiments which were performed to study the effect 

of the tool distance from the glass surface, this distance was varied. The electrolyte used 

for 2D-micro-machining, was 30%wt NaOH. Its mean temperature was the ambient 

temperature before starting the machining in all experiments. The tool electrodes were 

cylindrical electrodes of 0.5 mm in diameter 316 L stainless steel. The shape of the 

electrodes was inspected prior to the machining with an optical microscope and if 

necessary corrected using emery paper. In the following sections the results will be 

discussed including the quality of machined channel and their geometrical characteristics. 

2.2.1. Quality of machined micro-channels 

As the tool is moved above the glass surface for 2D-micro-machining, the first question 

is to find out the upper limit of velocity in which a micro-channel is formed. Whether a 
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micro-channel is formed depends not only on the tool speed but also on the applied 

voltage and tool distance from the working piece. In some speeds it is not possible to 

have any micro-channel formation. This limit varies for different voltages, for example in 

28V it is not possible to have any acceptable channel shape for speeds >40|am/s and for 

30V this limit is >50um/s. 

On the other hand, applying high voltages (more than 32V) at low speeds results in 

unsmooth channel surface with significant depth variation along the channel surface. The 

quality of the micro-channels deteriorates as the tool speed is decreased. This can be 

attributed to poor material removal rate and accumulation of removed material inside the 

previous machined micro-channel surfaces. 

In other cases it is possible to have micro-channels with edges and surfaces of acceptable 

quality. Concerning the above mentioned points, following contours can be distinguished 

as a function of machining voltage and tool speed: 

1. Well-defined linear channel edges and smooth channel surface 

This type of counters is a characteristic for low voltages with appropriate constant 

velocity. This format can be found in 28V with tool speed ranging from 5nm/s to 

lOum/s and 30V with tool speed ranging from 15um/s to 30uin/s (Figure2-2a and 

figure2-3a). 

2. Jagged out line contours with smooth channel surface 

This contour is observed for lower voltages (less than 32V) with speeds lower than in the 

previous contour type. In this counter the micro-channel edges are jagged out but the 
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channel surface is still flat and smooth, as for example in 30V when the speed is reduced 

to lower than 15um/s (Figure2-2b and figure2-3b). 

3 .Heat affected edges with smooth channel surface 

This counter belongs to higher voltages (more than 32V) with speeds high enough to 

remove the melted material. In these conditions, the micro-channels will exhibit smooth 

channel surface but the channel boundaries are not well defined due to the effect of heat 

generation (Figure2-3c and figure2-4c). 

4 .Heat affected edges with unsmooth channel surface and thermal cracks 

When the speed is low at high voltages (32V with speed less than 30 um/s and 35V with 

speed less than 40um/s) the edges are unclear and heat affected and the surface is not flat 

and smooth with thermal cracks (figure 2-2d and figure2-3d). 

5. Deteriorated micro-channels (discretized boundaries with unsmooth surface and varying 

depth) 

As the tool speed is increased, the channel will be discritized and the inside surface will 

be very rough. For example in 28V increasing the speeds above 40 um/s will result in 

deteriorated micro-channels, (figure 2-2e) 

(a) Well-defined linear channel edges and smooth channel surface 
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(b) Jagged out line contours with smooth channel surface 

^ * ° & * 

.^- .• ". *- ' , . • - " ' • i . 

(c) Heat affected edges with smooth channel surface 

•T--fJ 

(d) Heat affected edges with rough channel surface 

(e) Deteriorated micro-channels 

Figure 2-2. Channel contours 
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Figure 2-3. Quality of the surface of machined micro-channels, (a) Channel surface for well defined 
edge (b) Channel surface for jagged edge, (c) Channel surface for heat affected edge, (d) Rough 

channel surface with heat affected boundaries 

2.2.2. Geometry of machined micro-channels 

There are two main parameters in investigation of the geometry of the machined micro-

channels: width and depth of the micro-channels. For a cylindrical stainless steel tool of 

0.5 mm in diameter used in all of the experiments, the width for all the micro-channels 

was measured to be approximately 700 microns. But the depth of the micro-channels 

varies as a function of all the mentioned parameters in section 2.2. In the following, the 

effect of these parameters on the micro-channels depth will be discussed. 

2.2.2.1. Machining depth as a function of time with constant applied voltage and speed 

According to the experiments, the depth of the machined channels varies as a function of 

time." Considering the machined channels on a working piece, the depth of the fourth 

micro-channel is more than the third one and so on. For a precise study of this effect an 

experiment was performed at tool speed of 5um/s for a micro-channel of 15mm length 

which lasted 50 minutes. Figure 2-4 shows the depth along different points of this micro 

channel as a function of time required to machine this length. The results show that there 
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is a meaningful relationship between the machining time and channel depth. As can be 

seen in figure 2-4, micro-channel depth increases as a function of time with a constant 

rate. The main contributor to this phenomenon seems to be chemical etching. Chemical 

etching increases with a constant rate, depending on the applied voltage and tool speed. 

This has been explained in section 2.4.2 in more detail. 
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Figure 2-4. Micro-channel depth as a function of machining time in 28V and 5fim/s. Standard 
deviation calculated from a batch of 4 experiments. 

2.2.2.2. Depth of machined micro-channels as a junction of voltage with constant applied 

speed 

Higher voltages result in higher micro-channel depth. This statement is true up to 32V. 

Applying voltages higher than 32V at low speeds, as discussed in section 2.2.1, will not 

result in deeper micro-channels, but at high tool speeds, increasing the voltage results in 
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deeper micro-channels which follow the same geometry as in voltages less than 32V. 

Figure 2-5 shows the effect of the increasing voltage at constant speed. This figure 

indicates the increasing trend of micro-channel depth with voltage. 
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Figure 2-5. Micro-channel depth profile: (a) 28V and 30V at lOum/s, (b) 28V and 30V at 20um/s, 

(c) 33V and 35V at 40um/s, (d) 33V and 35V at 50um/s. Standard deviation calculated from a batch 
of 4 experiments. 
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2.2.2.3. Depth of machined micro-channels as a function of speed with constant voltage 

Horizontal tool speed plays the main role in micro-channel depth. Decreasing the speed 

in constant voltages, results in deeper micro-channels as shown in figure 2-6. Initial depth 

(x=0) as a function of tool speed is shown in this figure in order to eliminate the effect of 

machining time on micro-channel depth. At 28V, tool speeds more than 40 um/s result in 

deteriorated micro-channels. Therefore, the mean depth curve for 28V has no meaning at 

speeds more than 40um/s. 

25 30 35 

Speed (um/sec) 
55 

Figure 2-6. Initial micro-channel depth in 28V and 30V as a function of tool speed. 

Standard deviation calculated from a batch of 5 experiments. 

2.2.2.4. Influence of tool distance from working piece 

As discussed before, 2D-micro-machining yields acceptable results when the tool is kept 

at a distance of less than 25 microns from the glass surface [3]. To study the effect of tool 

distance on micro-machining performance, several experiments were performed by 
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varying the tool distance from the glass surface. Figure 2-7 shows the depth profile of the 

micro-channel machined at 30V and 30um/s tool speed obtained with different tool 

distances from the glass surface. The average depth of the micro-channels is observed to 

decrease with increasing the tool distance. The quality of machined micro-channels does 

not change significantly for tool distances up to 15 urn and, depending on the machining 

voltage and tool speed, the same counters explained in section 2.2.1 are observed. For 

tool distances more than 15um, independent of the applied voltage and speed, the micro-

channel counters tend to deteriorate as explained in section 2.2.1. 
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Figure 2-7. Micro-channel depth profile at different tool distances from glass surface 

(Machining voltage: 30V and tool speed: 30u.ni/s), Error bars for 15um distance are omitted to 
improve illustration. Standard deviation calculated from a batch of 4 experiments. 

2 3 . Proposal of a model for micro-channels quality as function of voltage and speed 

According to the experimental results discussed in the previous sections for 2D-

micromachining with constant velocity using SACE technology, a model based on the 
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observed phenomenon is proposed. Micro-channel fabrication can be divided into five 

regions in the voltage and tool speed plane, as shown in figure 2-8. 
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Figure 2-8. Characterization diagram proposed for micro-channels machined by SACE technology 
as a function of applied voltage and speed (for tool distance less than 15um). 

It is observed that voltages less than 32V result in better micro-channel quality. In this 

voltage range, appropriate selection of tool velocity will result in the best micro-channel 

quality (region 1) in which channel depth varies between 50 to 120 microns depending on 

the applied parameters. Lower velocities will result in deeper micro-channels but the 

quality of the micro-channel edges will not be as good as region 1, although the micro-

channel surface quality is still excellent. It should not be neglected that decreasing the 

speed will change the micro-channel depth smoothly because of the effect of time. So if 
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the aim is to have a micro-channel with the best quality and a constant depth of around 60 

microns the best choice is to apply 28V at 20 um/s speed. In voltages less than 28V 

which results in a different electrochemical discharge regime, perfect edge and surface 

quality are obtained even at tool speeds less than 5um/s. This effect has also been 

reported for micro-hole drilling by gravity feed [5] and constant feed [28]. 

In voltages more than 32V the quality of the micro-channel edges are always heat 

affected. In this range if the velocity is chosen high enough, it is possible to have smooth 

micro-channel surfaces which have been indicated as region 3 in figure 2-8. On the flip 

side decreasing the tool velocity corrupts the micro-channel surface and results in very 

bad surface quality (region 4). As mentioned before, this seems to be because of the 

accumulation of the removed material inside the micro-channel area and inability in 

removing of the material from micro-channel surface. A schematic diagram of this 

process is shown in figure 2-9. This is represented by region 4. 
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Figure 2-9. Schematic representation for accumulation of removed material on micro-channel 
surface for higher voltages at low speeds (region 4). 

Finally, region 5 in figure 2-8 is a result of excessive speed. In this region there is not 

enough time for the glass to be removed and form an acceptable micro-channel. As the 

tool is moved above the glass surface with high speeds (region 5), it is possible to see the 

effect of the tool on the glass during the machining (figure 2-2(e)). In this region 

machined micro-channels look like discrete rings with 700um diameter. When the tool is 

moved along the micro-channel at lower speeds, these discrete rings combine together to 

form a continuous micro-channel. 

In 2D-micro-machining with constant velocity the machining takes place mostly in the 

discharge regime and rarely in the transient regime. The width of the micro-channels for 

a stainless steel tool of 0.5mm in diameter is approximately 700um which is lOOum more 

than the radius of the tool for each micro-channel edge. This number is reported to be 

around 80 microns by Maillard et al. [5] for the micro-holes drilled with gravity feed 
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technique in the discharge regime using a stainless steel tool of 0.4mm diameter [5]. The 

drilled micro-holes not deeper than lOOum (discharge regime) have well defined 

cylindrical contours with smooth surface[5], but in 2D-micromachining as shown in 

figure 2-8, the quality of the micro-channels depend on the applied voltage and speed 

(increasing the voltage or decreasing the speed, results in heat affected or jagged edges), 

even though machining happens in the discharge regime. This difference between the 

quality of the obtained micro-holes and micro-channels, which are both machined in the 

discharge regime, may be attributed to the fact that in the 2D-micro-machining with 

constant velocity, the tool is always moved in a certain distance from the glass surface 

which, in high voltages or low speeds, can destroy the quality of the edges. The main 

similarity between the proposed model for 2D-micro-machining with model proposed for 

micro-holes is the specific voltage in which significant difference is observed in the 

quality of the edges. This voltage in both models is equal to 32V. 

2.4. Comparison of experimental data with theory 

2.4.1. Heat transfer model and experimental results 

Investigation of the time needed for the glass surface to start machining is very important. 

In this section the experimental results are interpreted based on the hypothesis that 

melting is responsible for the mechanism of material removal or the machining starts at 

the so called melting temperature. In figure 2-8, boundary of region 5 (deteriorated 

micro-channels) shows the tool speed at which the glass surface starts to melt for a 

specific voltage. The time needed for melting the glass surface assuming one dimensional 

heat transfer with constant homogenous heat source on the glass surface, can be 

approximated according to equation (2-1) [29]. 
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(2-i) r(z = o , / 0 )=^ 

Simplifying equation 1 to find /0 results in: 

- b2 k2 

(2-2) * > = — - - J 

Where a is the thermal diffusivity of glass, b is the tool radius and K is the ratio between 

applied heat power and the minimal heat power necessary for machining. 

The velocity required to melt a specific length of the glass surface (b' which is about 

25um according to figure 2-2e) is: 

(2-3) V = -

Equation (2-3) indicates the speed in which the glass surface starts to melt. This speed is 

a representation of the boundary between well defined micro-channels with smooth 

surface (region 1 in figure 2-8) and deteriorated micro-channels (region 5 in figures 2-8). 

Figure 2-10 shows how this simplified heat model is capable of predicting the results for 

the boundary between regions 1 and 5 proposed in figure 2-8. According to the 

experimental data presented in figure 2-8, there is a jump in tool speed around 32V. This 

jump is most probably related to different regimes of electrochemical discharge and gas 

film formation. Further studies are needed to investigate it. 
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Figure 2-10. Comparison between experimental data and proposed theoretical model for speed limit 
needed to have micro-channel formation 

2.4.2. Chemical etching model and experimental results 

As discussed in previous sections, micro-channel geometry has a specific depth at the 

beginning of machining and this depth increases with time. Two mechanisms can be 

proposed for material removal. In the first mechanism the initial depth of the micro-

channels are due to melting of the glass surface and increasing trend in micro-channels 

depth is because of chemical etching. Alternatively, machining may happen mainly 

because of chemical etching at high local temperature. The proposed chemical etching 

model in this chapter is based on the first mechanism and the second mechanism will be 

discussed in chapter 3. Therefore here we assume that as the machining starts, high 

temperature melts the glass surface and machines the surface to a specific depth 
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depending on the applied voltage and tool speed. This depth is retained at a constant level 

along the channel if the only phenomenon contributing to the machining process were 

physical melting of the glass surface. However, high local temperatures will increase the 

rate of chemical etching, making it a significant contributor to the machining process. 

Experimental data from Fascio [30] shows the relation between glass etching rate and 

applied temperature as illustrated in figure 2-11. 
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Figure 2-11- Chemical etching in different temperatures according to Fascio [30] 

Fitting the experimental data in figure 2-11 to Arrhenius equation form, results in the 

following equation: 

(2-4)m = 3 x l 0 7 e x p ( - ^ L 3 ) 
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Where m is the mass of the material removed in one hour per unit area of the glass and T 

is the etching temperature. As discussed in section 2.2.2.1, there is an increasing trend in 

micro-channels depth with time. Increasing rate in micro-channels depth for different tool 

speeds has been shown in figure 2-12a. According to this figure, the increasing rate for 

micro-channel depth varies as a function of applied voltage and tool speed. Applied 

voltage, as a representation of the heat transferred to the glass surface, and tool speed, as 

a representation of the time in which the tool remains above a specific point, both affect 

the local temperature of the glass surface. As the thermal energy (applied voltage) or the 

duration of heat transfer increases (tool speed decreases), the local average temperature at 

which the chemical etching reaction happens, will increase. Therefore chemical etching 

rate will also increase according to equation 2-4. Figure 2-12b shows this temperature 

variation for 28V in different speeds. 

Speed (pm/s) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2-12-a) Increase in rate of micro-channel depth as a function of tool speed in different 
voltages b) Predicted local chemical etching temperature in 28V and 30V for different tool speeds 

According to Fascio [30] at constant temperature, mass removed from the glass surface 

by chemical etching increases with a constant rate. Our experimental data illustrated in 
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figure 2-12a also shows that increasing rate in micro-channel depth is constant for each 

specific applied voltage and tool speed. So the constant increasing rate in machined 

micro-channel depth can be attributed to the chemical etching which happens at constant 

temperature. Figure 2-12a can be used to control the tool motion in order to cancel the 

chemical etching effect on the depth of the micro-channel. 

2.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter parameters affecting the quality and geometry of the micro-channels 

machined by SACE technology with constant velocity were presented and the effect of 

each of the parameters was assessed. Meanwhile, using a cylindrical tool with 0.5mm 

diameter, the micro-channel width remains constant, around 700 microns, their depth can 

vary between 50 to 300um depending on different parameters. Best micro-channel 

quality with desired depth can be achieved at voltages less than 32V and tool velocity 

less than 30nm/s at tool distance less than 15 urn from the glass surface. 

Five types of micro-channels were obtained: 

I- Well-defined linear micro-channel edges and smooth channel surface 

2-Jagged out line contours with smooth micro-channel surface 

3-Heat affected edges with smooth micro- channel surface 

4-Heat affected edges with unsmooth micro-channel surface and thermal cracks 

5-Deteriorated micro-channels 
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The presented qualitative model with achievable geometrical properties of the micro-

channels, using SACE technology with constant velocity, is a new approach for 2D-micro 

fabrication which can be used in a lot of applications especially in fabrication of 

microfluidic and Lab-on-a- Chip devices. 

Results from the experiments in this chapter drew attention to several interesting 

phenomena such as the effect of chemical etching on machining with SACE technology. 

The contribution of chemical etching to micro-machining with SACE will be discussed in 

chapter 3. 
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3. Material Removal Mechanism 

This chapter provides a quantitative description of the material removal mechanism in 

SACE micro-machining. The parameters that affect material removal in SACE are 

assessed and electrolyte concentration is chosen as the main variable parameter to 

investigate the chemical effects in SACE process. Therefore the experiments were 

performed under a range of different electrolyte concentrations, keeping the other 

parameters constant. The mechanism of material removal is investigated based on the 

quantitative and qualitative characterization of 2D-micro-machining by using different 

electrolyte concentrations and analyzing the machined samples and the used electrolyte 

after machining. The amount of silicon inside the electrolyte after machining is 

investigated by Inductive Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) test. The ICP-

MS test performed on the electrolyte before and after machimng, showed that significant 

amount of silicon is being added into the electrolyte during machining. This was found to 

be in accordance with the recorded removed mass of the machined samples. Finally, 

analyzing the experimental results, it is concluded that the main contributing 

phenomenon to material removal is chemical etching at high local temperatures. 

This chapter is based on the following publication: 

Fatanat Didar T., A. Dolatabadi, R. Wuthrich, Chemical contributions to the mechanism of 
patterning micro-channels and micro-holes on glass substrates with Spark Assisted Chemical 
Engraving (SACE) Technology, to be submitted to Materials Chemistry,2008. 
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3.1. Chemical etching in SACE micro-machining 

In case of glass machining using sodium hydroxide, the work-piece is etched by 

formation of silicate according to [3]: 

2NaOH + Si02 «=* Na2Si03 + H20 

The formed sodium silicate dissolves in the electrolyte. This chemical reaction is strongly 

enhanced by increasing the temperature [31]. Similar results are reported for ceramic 

materials [32]. In case of quartz machining, a similar process was suggested by Jain et al. 

[33]. 

Very first evidence about chemical effects comes from the comparison between SACE 

machining using a negatively and positively polarized tool-electrode. The polarity of the 

electrode-tool influences the machining process [27, 33]. It was shown first by West et al. 

[34] that using an active anode as tool-electrode during drilling, the shape of the drilled 

hole is spherical compared to cathodic machining where it is conical. Even the exact 

mechanism is not yet elucidated; a possible contribution to the explication could be the 

following: when using an anode tool-electrode, the electrochemical discharges are no 

longer carried by the electrons but by ions. As explained by Hickling and Ingram [35] 

ions are bombarding the gas film-electrolyte interface resulting in the production of OH 

radicals by the decomposition of water. Therefore, the concentration of OH radicals as a 

function of the hole depth, z, is more or less uniform. The work-piece is etched 

isotropically resulting in a spherical shape (Figure 3-1). This situation changes when 

using an active cathode as tool-electrode. In this case only OH radicals from the 

electrolyte (NaOH) are present. During machining, the electrolyte is mainly present at the 
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top of the hole. The concentration of OH radicals decreases with z resulting in a larger 

entrance diameter. This mechanism will result in a conical micro-hole shape. 

NaOH NaOH 

-Off 

t 
z 

(+) 

om 

Figure 3-1-Comparison of machining with an active cathode and anode. In case of an active anode, 
the Hickling Ingram mechanism will produce a uniform OH concentration along the hole resulting in 

a spherical shape whereas in the case of a cathode-tool, the concentration of OH" ions decreases with 
the hole depth resulting in a conical shape [33] 

More OH radicals are present during anodic machining, thus chemical etching is 

expected to be more important in this case. Consequently, the surfaces are smoother than 

those with cathodic machining [33,34]. However, when using an anodic polarization, the 

tool-electrode gets anodically dissolved resulting in high tool wear. 

3.2. Parameters affecting the material removal mechanism 

As discussed before, local melting and chemical etching are known as the main factors 

for the material removal mechanism in SACE. Several machining parameters affect the 

material removal, the most important of which are electrolyte concentration, applied 
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voltage and in case of 2D-micro-machining the tool speed. Varying these parameters 

influences either the time or the amount of the thermal energy exposed to the sample's 

surface, which can both affect the melting and the rate of chemical etching. For example, 

increasing the applied voltage will result in more thermal energy exposure on the surface 

which can cause more melting and also increase the chemical reaction's rate. Therefore 

it is important to choose appropriate parameters and perform the experiments in the way 

that can clarify the effect of the chemical etching in the process. The aim is to find a 

machining parameter that, when varied, changes the chemical reactions rate while 

keeping the amount of exposed energy as constant as possible. For this purpose, 

concentration of the electrolyte is chosen as the main parameter and thus varied over a 

wide range while keeping all the other parameters constant. It could be argued that the 

concentration of the ions inside the electrolyte might affect the energy exposure on the 

surface; however this argument is ruled out by the experimental results which fully 

confirm choice of the main parameter and will be discussed in section 3.4.5. 

3.3. Experimental Procedure 

It is possible to drill micro-holes or machine micro-channel with SACE technology on 

glass samples, but in order to have a clear understanding of the material removal 

mechanism, in this study; we have applied 2D-micro-machining with micro-channel 

patterns. The main reason for this choice is that with a micro-channel pattern, it is more 

convenient to investigate the time dependent changes in geometrical characteristics of the 

pattern. Therefore, the 2D-micromachining technique with constant velocity was applied. 

In this technique, the machining tool is moved with a constant speed and constant 
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distance from the glass surface. Detailed description of the 2D-glass micromachining 

with constant velocity was discussed in chapter 2 [4]. 

The experimental procedure, consisting of five steps, is as follows: 

a) Cleaning of glass samples (Soda lime glass) in an ultrasonic bath for five minutes 

with acetone followed by mass determination with an analytical balance (0.1 mg 

precision) 

b) 2D-micro-machining with a 40mm long micro-channel pattern according to the 

procedure described in chapter 2 [4]. 

c) Cleaning of machined samples in an ultrasonic bath with subsequent mass 

measurement 

d) Performing FT-IR analysis on machined micro-channels. 

e) Performing ICP-MS test on the electrolytes (NaOH) before and after machining 

for measuring the amount of removed material 

The electrochemical discharge regime was also investigated during the machining 

process using a 50 MHz current probe. 

The electrolyte used is aqueous sodium hydroxide solution (10, 20, 30 and 40 wt%) 

prepared from NaOH purchased from Sigma Aldrich and deionized water. The electrolyte 

was heated up to 80 °C before starting the experiments. The machining tool was a 

cylindrical electrode of 0.5 mm in diameter made of 316L stainless steel. As a counter 

electrode, a large cylindrical ring (same diameter as the processing cell) of stainless-steel 

was used. The work-pieces were standard glass sample holders for optical microscopes 
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which were described in chapter 2. The processing cell and the power source are the same 

as in chapter 2. 

In order to achieve micro-channels with good quality, the machining speed was chosen to 

be 5um/s and the applied voltage to be 28V [4]. To better quantify the increasing trend in 

micro-channels depth, the length of the micro-channels were chosen to be the maximum 

possible length (40mm). 

3.4. Results and discussions 

The machining parameters were chosen to achieve the best micro-channel quality (well 

defined edges with smooth micro-channel surface as described in chapter 2 and [4]). In 

all experiments machining parameters are kept constant, but the main contributor to the 

chemical effects, electrolyte concentration, is varied in different experiments. Varying the 

electrolyte concentration while all other parameters are kept constant is expected to 

reveal the chemical effects on the material removal mechanism. In the following the 

results from two different sets of experiments are presented and discussed: 1) the quality 

and geometry of micro-channels resulting from performing 2D-micro-machining with 

different electrolyte concentrations and 2) analyzing the machined samples and the used 

electrolyte after machining. 

3.4.1. Depth profile variation with electrolyte concentration 

According to the experiments, the depth of the machined micro-channels varies as a 

function of electrolyte concentration. The initial depth of the micro-channels increases 

with the electrolyte concentration. Figure 3-2 shows the initial depth of the micro-

channels machined with different electrolyte concentrations. The results show that there 
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is a meaningful relationship between the electrolyte concentration and micro-channels 

initial depth. This increasing trend varies with different electrolyte concentrations. 

Figure 3-3 shows the slope of the micro-channel depth profile obtained with different 

electrolyte concentrations. As can be seen in figures 3-2 and 3-3, the initial depth and 

slope of the depth profile increases with the electrolyte concentration. Two main factors 

may have contributed to this increase, first being that the discharge activities can change 

using different electrolyte concentrations. By increasing the concentration of the ions 

inside electrolyte, the critical voltage might change. As mentioned, the critical voltage is 

the voltage where a gas film starts to form around the electrode. Therefore fixing the 

machining voltage alone does not warranty the same amount of energy exposed to the 

glass surface and critical voltage is the key to insure the real amount of exposed energy. 

Critical voltage for different electrolyte concentrations will be discussed in section 3.4.5. 

Second factor contributing to the increasing trend in micro-channels depth is chemical 

etching. This increasing trend in the initial depth and slope confirms the proposed 

statement that machining takes place mainly due to chemical etching at high local 

temperatures. 
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Figure 3-2. Initial depth of the micro-channels machined with different electrolyte concentrations 
(Tool speed: 5um/s, Tool diameter: 0.5mm, applied voltage: 28V), Standard deviation calculated 

from a batch of 4 experiments. 
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Figure 3-3. Increasing trend in depth profile of micro-channels along with different electrolyte 
concentration, Standard deviation calculated from a batch of 4 experiments. 
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3.4.2. FT-IR analysis of the machined samples 

In a previous work FT-IR analysis on samples machined with 30% electrolyte 

concentration was performed [36]. Figure 3-4 shows the resulting FT-IR spectrum. The 

red spectrum represents the area of the microscopic slide glass surface which has not 

been machined but immersed in the electrolyte and the blue spectrum represents the 

machined area (i.e. channel). The roughness of the machined surface makes an FT-IR 

analysis difficult and the observed effect may not solely be attributed to the change of the 

chemical structure of the glass during machining. However the roughness effects were 

minimal in the sample machined with 30% electrolyte and the FT-IR results observed are 

an indication for the chemical change of the glass surface during machining. It is 

observed that the band associated with the antisymmetric Si-O stretch involving bridging 

oxygen (1100cm-l) in Si-O-Si, has undergone changes in the channel area. 
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The band at 500 cm-1 is subjected to the same changes as it represents complimentary 

bending band (O-Si-O). This is typical for the chemical etching by the OH- radicals: 

OH- + = Si - O - Si = -> = SiO- + = SiOH 

Changes of the Si-0-Na+ band (800-850 cm-l) are not clear in this case, probably 

because sodium is already present in the glass. 

3.43. Material removal assessment 

To study the material removed from the glass surface, mass of one randomly selected 

sample for each electrolyte concentration was measured using an analytical balance. 

Figure 3-5 shows the removed material from glass surface measured by an analytical 

balance. It was observed that the removed material increases with the electrolyte 

concentration, which is similar to the observations discussed in section 3.4.1 for the depth 

of the micro-channels. 
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Figure 3-5. Material removed from the glass surface during 2D-micro-machining measured by 
analytical balance 

3.4.4. ICP-MS test for silicone concentration inside machined samples 

In order to find out the amount of the removed material from glass surface inside the 

electrolyte after machining, Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) 

tests were performed on the used electrolytes. 40 ml of 40 wt% sodium hydroxide 

solution was used for machining and then the concentration of silicon inside the used 

electrolyte was measured with ICP-MS tests. To perform the test, three solutions of 

silicon with 0, 1 and 5ppm concentrations were prepared and characterized for 28Si, 29Si, 

Si. Then ICP mass spectrometry was performed on the 40 wt% electrolyte before and 

after machining. The electrolyte samples were diluted 50 times to achieve more accurate 

results. The number of counts for different silicon isotopes has been shown in table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1. Results of ICP-MS test on 40 wt% electrolyte (50 times diluted) 

Si isotopes Pure solution lppm Si solution 5ppm Si solution Electrolyte before Electrolyte after 

machining (Counts) machining (Counts) 
(Counts) (Counts) (Counts) 

28 

29 

30 

3288 

155 

2394 

7124 

437 

2683 

29233 

1771 

3643 

4196 

212 

2864 

20100 

1671 

3587 

Based on the results from the ICP-MS test, about 140ppm silicone, equivalent to 5.5mg, 

is added to the electrolyte during machining. This amount shows that about 11.75mg of 

SiC>2 has been removed from the glass surface. The amount of removed material 

measured from sample mass difference, shown in figure 3-5 for 40% NaOH 

concentration, confirms the result from ICP-MS test. 

3.4.5. Discharge regime and exposed energy in different electrolyte concentrations 

As discussed in section 3.4.1, different discharge activities can cause variation of the 

initial depth and slope of micro-channels in experiments with different electrolyte 

concentrations. Therefore it should be clarified if the exposed energy to the glass surface 

varies in different cases or not. The exposed energy depends on the applied voltage and 

the critical voltage after which the gas film appears around the electrode [12]. Wuthrich 

et al. [37] reported the critical voltage for different electrolyte concentrations (Figure 3-

6). At concentrations higher than 15%, critical voltage remains almost constant between 

20 to 22V. The applied voltage is 28V in all experiments. Therefore the exposed energy 

for 20%, 30% and 40% electrolyte concentrations remains constant. The main conclusion 

is that the increasing trend in micro-channels initial depth and slope cannot be due to 
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different discharge activities. This confirms the statement that the mentioned variations 

are due to chemical etching. 

0 10 20 30 40 
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2± 
U 
>*>< 

0 

Figure 3-6. Critical voltage for different electrolyte concentrations [37] 
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3.4.6. Different micro-channel contours using different electrolyte concentrations 

Different micro-channel contours are observed using various electrolyte concentrations. 

Figure 3-7 shows the surface of the machined micro-channels. The contour shown in 

figure 3-7a for 10% electrolyte concentration can be attributed to the electrical discharge 

effects and also the effects of the hydrodynamic regime during machining. Because of the 

lack of enough ions in this case, chemical etching seems to happen only in the discharge-

exposed areas which experience higher temperatures. As the electrolyte concentration 

increases, a smoother micro-channel surface can be achieved. 30% electrolyte 

concentration results in the best surface quality. As shown in figure 3-7d, using 40% 

electrolyte concentration will extensively etch the surface in some areas which results in 

an unsmooth surface. 
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Figure 3-7. Micro-channel contours: a) 10% electrolyte concentration, b) 20% electrolyte 
concentration, c) 30% electrolyte concentration, d) 40% electrolyte concentration 
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3.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter the material removal mechanism in SACE 2D-micro-machining was 

investigated through a set of different experiments. The results from the FT-IR analysis 

on the machined sample and ICP-MS test for the silicone concentration inside electrolyte 

after machining, confirm the presence of silicone inside the electrolyte after machining 

which, in turn, proves that material removal mechanism does indeed involve chemical 

etching. The increasing trend in material removed from the glass surface by increasing 

the electrolyte concentration, while keeping other parameters constant, showed that 

chemical etching at high local temperatures is the major phenomenon contributing to the 

machining process. 
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4. Glass Surface Modification by Electrochemical 
Discharges 

In this chapter, the changes in glass density and hardness during machining are discussed. 

Based on the results from the experiments explained in chapter 3, there are some 

evidences that glass properties change after machining. To investigate these changes, the 

material removed from the glass surface, described in chapter 3, is evaluated by two 

different techniques and then nano-indentation test is performed on machined samples to 

confirm the changes. Based on the measured change in mass of the samples and results 

from nano-indentation test, it was found that hardness and density of the energy exposed 

areas after machining are less than unexposed areas of the samples. Etching the machined 

samples with HF shows that the energy exposed areas are etched with a lower rate which 

again confirms reduction in glass density. 

This chapter is based on the following publication: 

Fatanat Didar T., Dolatabadi A., Wuthrich R. Local hardness and density variation in glass 
substrates machined with Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving (SACE), Materials Letters 
(2008), doi: 10.1016/j.matlet.2008.08.056. 
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4.1. Experimental procedure 

Standard glass sample holders for optical microscope with a thickness of 1mm, (Menzel-

Glasser, soda-lime glass) were used as working pieces to be machined with SACE 

technique. The experimental procedure, consisting of six steps is as follows (figure 4-1): 

a) Cleaning of glass samples in an ultrasonic bath for five minutes with acetone 

followed by mass determination with an analytical balance (0.1 mg precision) 

b) 2D-micro-machining with a micro-channel pattern according to the procedure 

described in chapter 2. [4]. 

c) Cleaning of machined samples in an ultrasonic bath with subsequent mass 

measurement and characterizing micro-channels geometry with an optical 

microscope. 

d) Preparation of sample for the nano-indentation tests by diamond saw cutting of the 

work-pieces 

e) Nano-indentation test on the micro-channel surface and the un-machined surface of 

the cut work pieces. 

f) Dipping the machined samples in 20v/v% HF solution for 20 minutes. 
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Step2- 2D-micro-machining j£# 71 
Applied speed=28V, gjrl ^ 
Machining Speed=5ftm/s " ^ 

Step4- Cutting the samples by saw for nano-
indentation test 

Step5- nano-indentation 
test 

Figure 4-1. Schematic representation of the experimental procedure 

In all experiments, sodium hydroxide with different concentrations (10, 20, 30 and 40wt 

%) was used. In order to achieve micro-channels with good quality, the machining speed 

was chosen to be 5um/s and the applied voltage to be 28V [4]. For all the experiments a 

cylindrical, 0.5mm in diameter, stainless steel tool was used and the length of the 

machined micro-channels was 40mm. 

The Nano-indentation test was performed by load-controlled indentation using a Hysitron 

Nanoindenter with a Berkovich pyramid indenter (edge radius: >40 nm). The load was 

increased to 2000uN, kept constant at this value and decreased to zero, each stage taking 

five seconds. It was found to be hard to accurately align the tip of the nano-indenter 

inside the micro-channel surface. To overcome this issue the samples were placed in the 

nano-indenter such that the cross section of the micro-channel could be monitored by an 

optical microscope to assure that the tip touches the machined surface of the micro-

channel. 

Step3- Weighting/geometrically 
characterizing 
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4.2. Results and discussions 

Removed material from samples surface was measured by two different techniques: 1) 

Using an analytical balance and 2) Based on the removed volume as calculated from the 

geometry of the machined micro-channels. In the second technique, the removed volume 

was calculated by using an optical microscope to identify the geometry of the micro-

channels. Glass density was assumed constant before and after machining. Figure 4-2 

shows the removed material from glass surface calculated by the two methods. The 

results are contradictory to what is expected: the two techniques yield to different 

figures for the removed mass. 

The used analytical balance gives the mass of the samples with 0.1 mg precision and the 

geometry of the micro-channels is determined with 1 um precision. The density of the 

samples (Soda lime glass) was calculated by gravimetric methods to be 2.45g/cm . The 

density of soda lime glass in literature has been reported to be between 2.2 to 2.45gr/cm 

[38]. Therefore it is concluded that the measured data and thus the deviation of the 

obtained results from the two techniques are meaningful and not an artifact of the 

experiment. 
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Electrolyte concentration% 

Figure 4-2. Material removed based on measuring samples weight before and after machining and 
based on calculated volumetric removed mass 

The percent deviation of the removed mass calculated by the two methods is shown in 

table 4-1. This deviation is about 20% in all cases. This difference is attributed to the 

change in local density of glass in the machined areas. In order to confirm this change in 

glass property, the nano-indentation test was performed on the surface of machined 

micro-channels. 

Table 4-1. Percent deviations for the removed mass calculations by two different techniques 

Electrolyte concentration% Percent deviation % 

20 20.29 

30 20.52 

40 20.79 
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The nano-indentation test was performed on the free surface (un-machined area) of the 

glass sample five times in different points; the results show a hardness of 6.8 (±0.1) 

MPa. The nano-indentation test was also performed on the machined micro-channels 

surface. The test for the micro-channels surface showed a hardness of 5.2 (±0.5) MPa. 

Figure 4-3 shows the force-displacement graph of nano-indentation test inside and 

outside the micro-channel which was machined with 30wt% electrolyte concentration. 

This difference in hardness justifies the previous hypothesis about the change in the 

physical properties of machined substrate and shows that the material becomes softer 

after machining. This softness is a clear indication of changes in glass density. 

2500 2500 

20 40 60 SO 

Displacement (nm) 
100 20 40 60 SO 

Displacement (ran) 
100 120 

Figure 4-3. Force-Displacement graphs of nano-indentation test before and after machining using 
3Qwt% electrolyte concentration 

The percent deviation for the measured hardness of micro-channels surface and the 

hardness measured for the un-machined glass surface is about 23%. This is in the same 

range as the percent deviation shown in table 4-1 for the removed mass measured with 

the above mentioned techniques. Therefore this change in local glass density explains the 

deviation of the two aforementioned methods to measure the removed mass. 
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A possible explanation for the change in density of the machined substrate could be the 

fact that the substrate is quenched quickly during machining. Decreasing of soda lime 

glass density by fast cooling has been reported in literature [39]. The local machining 

temperature is reported to be more than 600°C [4, 29]. The glass surface is locally 

exposed to the electrochemical discharges for a short period of time and cools quickly 

when the tool moves away. The temperature on the surface also drops dramatically with 

distance from the machining tool. As mentioned above, the machining voltage and speed 

are the same in all experiments. Therefore the exposed energy and the local machining 

temperature remain constant for all experiments. If all samples are cooled with the same 

rate, then the change in the density should be equal for all the experiments regardless of 

the electrolyte concentration. The equal percent deviations obtained in table 4-1 confirm 

this. 

4.3. Etching machined samples with HF 

Samples machined with different electrolyte concentrations were dipped inside 20v/v% 

HF solution for 20 minutes. The micro-channels' surface machined with SACE 

technique are observed to be etched with lower rate than the unmachined glass surface. 

This difference in the chemical etching rate can be attributed to the difference in glass 

properties as discussed in section 4.2. Different groups have reported that fused silica is 

locally densified when exposed to low energy femtosecond laser pulses and this 

densification plays the role of a mask to selectively etch glass with HF [40]. Youn et al. 

[41] reported the maskless etching of glass by making nano-scraches on the glass surface 

based on the same phenomenon. As discussed in section 4.2, the local density of the 

micro-channels decreases during machining and glass density on micro-channels surface 
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is lower than for the unmachined surface. The result from the experiments with HF 

solution confirms the same observation and shows that the low density portion of the 

glass surface is etched with lower rate by HF. 

4.4. Conclusion 

In this chapter, 2D-micro-machining with a micro-channel pattern was performed on the 

soda-lime glass samples by Spark Assisted Chemical Engraving technology. The 

difference in hardness of the machined areas showed that the material becomes softer 

after machining. This softening is an indication of changes in glass density. The 

difference between calculations of removed mass by analytical balance and geometrical 

methods, followed by the results from the nano-indentation test indicate that the density 

of the machined surface decreases during the machining process. This change of density 

is attributed to the fast cooling of the work-piece during machining process. The results 

were confirmed by the observation that the low density portion of the glass surface 

inside the micro-channel is etched with a lower rate compared to the unmachined glass 

surface. 
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5. Conclusions, Original Contributions to knowledge 
and Future Prospective 

As a result of investigations discussed in previous chapters, fabrication of a combination 

of micro-channels with through micro-holes as inlet and outlet wells is presented in this 

chapter. Also, two new techniques, one related to machining and one related to bonding, 

are proposed to enhance the surface quality in the final device. In addition, a Y shape 

microfluidic pattern for testing the applicability of surface roughness in micro-mixing is 

introduced. Finally, a conclusion of the results from previous chapters is presented and 

some original ideas for future investigations are proposed. 
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5.1. Simultaneous micro-hole drilling and micro-channel machining 

Alignment is a serious issue in the fabrication of devices that require combination of 

holes and channels with different geometries and coordinates on a surface. Using SACE 

technology, it is possible to fabricate a combination of micro-holes and micro-channels 

with desired geometry and quality without changing the electrolyte and tool. Therefore 

the precision of the coordinates of different patterned components of a device can be 

controlled. The main advantage of this system is fabrication of all-through micro-holes 

as inlet and outlets ports of micro-channels. 

Figure 5-1 shows a simple microfluidic channel with inlet and outlet, fully fabricated by 

SACE. The width of the micro-channel is 300 microns with 250um depth. Diameters of 

the inlet and outlet of the micro-channel are 1mm and the glass sample used is 2mm 

thick. As shown in figure 5-1, boundaries around the micro-holes are heat affected. This 

is due to applying high voltage (around 35V). By decreasing the applied voltage and thus 

the energy exposed to the glass surface it is possible to achieve better surface qualities. 

Figure 5-2 shows the 3D view of the design for the whole device using MDT software 

(Autodesk®). The overall capacity of this device is about 7 uL. The inlet well capacity is 

approximately 3.2 uL. 
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Figure 5-1 .Micro-channel with two all-through holes as inlet and outlet 

Figure 5-2.3D view of the design drawing for the simple device by MDT software (Autodesk®) 

5.2. Simple techniques to enhance surface quality 

Using different machining tool shapes, it is almost possible to achieve any desired 

geometry of micro-holes and micro-channels. However, it is not always possible to 

control the quality of the surface of the micro-channel. In addition to applying all the 

machining parameters and polishing techniques to enhance the quality of the surface, two 

new techniques, one related to machining and one related to bonding, are proposed to 

enhance the surface quality. 
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The first technique, which is related to fabrication, is to use a needle shaped tool for 

micro-machining. In this technique, first a micro-channel is machined using a typical 

needle as machining tool. The width of this micro-channel is about 30 microns. Then the 

tool is moved 30 microns along the width of the micro-channel and the machining 

process is repeated again. The result is a micro-channel with 60 microns width. By 

repeating this procedure it is possible to achieve micro-channels with 500 urn width. 

Repeating the machining without moving the tool along the width will also result in 

deeper micro-channels. Therefore it is possible to achieve any desired geometry while the 

surface quality remains acceptable as a result of using needle as the machining tool. The 

micro-channel in Figure 5-1 has been fabricated using the mentioned technique. 

Second technique, related to assembly of the final device, is to use a flat glass surface as 

another substrate, which has not been machined. The new substrate is used as the bottom 

surface of the micro-channel in which the fluid moves along. Bonding of two glass 

substrates is a difficulty which can be solved by heating the substrates up to 700°C and 

cooling them very slowly. 

5.3. Proposal of a new microfluidic device for statistical studies in bio applications 

It is also possible to fabricate complex microfluidic devices by SACE. Figure 5-3 shows 

a new design for bio applications. In this configuration, 16 micro-channels with the same 

inlet would be used to allow the statistical study of the behavior of the species in the 

fluid. Micro-channels with decreasing cross sectional area (nozzle shape), can also be 

fabricated to study capillary effects. 
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Figure 5-3.3D-design of a microluidic device for statistical study in bio applications 

5.4. Fabrication of micro-mixers based on surface roughness 

Figure 5-4 shows a micro-channel machined with 10 %wt NaOH electrolyte. The 

obtained pattern in this figure shows a micro-channel surface composed of small 

scratches. This is an interesting observation. Mixing is a challenging issue in microfluidic 

devices, therefore micro-channels machined with lower electrolyte concentrations, like 

the one shown in figure 5-4, can be used for fabrication of micro-mixers based on the 
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roughness of the surface. Figure 5-5 shows a Y shape microfluidic device with inlet and 

outlet wells fully fabricated by SACE which can be used to test the efficiency of mixing. 

'*''- :l^'&s&i 

i n .^__ii^3aig 

Figure 5-4. Micro-channel machined with 10 %wt NaOH electrolyte 

The fabricated patterns using SACE technology can also be used as a mould for batch 

fabrication in soft lithography. 

Figure 5-5. Y shape microfluidic device with inlet and outlet wells fabricated by SACE for mixing 
applications 
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5.5. Conclusions and original contributions to knowledge 

Micro-fabrication is a crucial step in miniaturization of devices, thus it is important to 

develop novel, trustable and economic technologies for this purpose. Spark Assisted 

Chemical Engraving (SACE) is an unconventional micro-machining technique which is 

not only economic for prototype fabrication but can also fabricate high aspect ratio 

structures without any need for clean room environments. The goal of this study was to 

develop the SACE technique for 2D-micro-machining and gain a deep understanding of 

the parameters affecting machining process and final sample quality. The main 

contributions of this thesis are categorized as follows: 

- Establishment of the SACE micro-machining set-up 

- Introducing a systematic procedure for 2D-micro-machining with SACE 

- Proposing a characterization diagram for fabrication of micro-channels to achieve 

desired micro-channel quality and geometry 

- Chemical contributions to the mechanism of material removal 

- Changes in glass properties machined by SACE 

- Micro-fluidic devices with through inlet and outlet wells fabricated fully by 

SACE 

- Original ideas for prospective study 

It was shown in this thesis that the best micro-channel quality with desired depth can be 

achieved in voltages less than 32V and tool velocity less than 30u,m/s at tool distance less 

than 15um microns from the glass surface and a qualitative model with achievable 

geometrical properties of the micro-channels was presented. 
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Material removal mechanism in SACE micro-machining was investigated through a set 

of different experiments. Experimental results for removed material and FT-IR analysis 

on the machined samples together with the results from Inductive Coupled Plasma Mass 

Spectrometry (ICP-MS) test for the silicon concentration inside electrolyte after 

machining showed that chemical etching at high local temperatures is the major 

phenomenon contributing to the machining process. 

20% deviation between calculations of removed mass by analytical balance and 

geometrical methods showed that glass properties change after machining. Performing 

nano-indentation test on the machined samples confirmed that the hardness and density 

of the machined surface decrease during the machining process. This change of density 

is attributed to the fast cooling of the work-piece during machining. The low density 

portion of the glass surface inside the micro-channel is etched with a lower rate 

compared to the unmachined glass surface which is another indication of decreasing 

glass substrates local density after machining. 

2D-micro-machining by SACE technology with constant velocity is a new approach for 

2D-micro-machining which can be used together with micro-holes drilled with SACE to 

fabricate a complete microfluidic device. In this thesis a simple micro-channel with inlet 

and outlet wells and a Y shape microfluidic device, fully fabricated by SACE was 

introduced. By combining different patterns of micro-holes and micro-channels, any 

desired geometry is achievable. 
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5.6. Ideas for future work 

To develop SACE for micro-fluidic and Lab-on-a-Chip applications, it is proposed to 

further investigate the following: 

- Enhancing the quality of the machined micro-channels for biomedical applications 

- Characterizing the roughness of the machined micro-channels based on the 

machining parameters and its efficiency as a micro-mixer 

- Using glass substrates machined with SACE as moulds for soft lithography 

- Deposition of metallic micro and nano particles on glass micro-channels during 

machining to avoid later conductive layer deposition for electrokinetic applications 
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Appendix 

Examples of computer codes developed for micro-machining with TCL scripting 

language 

1- Computer code for touching the glass surface: 

This procedure detects the samples surface and reports its coordinate on the screen 

*********************************************************************** 

proc FindZero {socketID Z} { 

upvar $Z Zfinal 

puts stdout "Searching for the glass surface" 

# Change velocity to slow one 
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if{$code!=0}{ 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

# Configure Event 
set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet SsocketID 

GPI02.ADCl.ADCLowLimit 5.2 0 0 0 XYZ.Z.SGamma.MotionState 0 0 0 0"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet SsocketID XYZ.MoveAbort 0 0 0 0" ] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet" 
return 

} 

# Start event 
set code [catch "EventExtendedStart SsocketID EvID"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

. DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "EventExtendedStart" 
return 

} 

# Start motion to touch the glasss surface 
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z 10"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

if {Scode = -27} { 
puts stdout "Glass surface detected" 

} else { 
puts stdout "ERROR Glass surface not detected" 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "FindZero" 
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return -1 
} 

} 

# gets the position 
set code [catch "GroupPositionCurrentGet SsocketID XYZ.Z Zfinal"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupPositionCurrentGet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedRemove SsocketID SEvID"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "EventExtendedRemove" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "glass surface detected at Z=$Zfinal" 

} 

*********************************************************************************** 

2- Computer code for 2D-micro-machining 

This code is for fabricating series of micro-channels on a substrate with 

subsequent depth measurement 

************************************************************************************** 

#DispIay error and close procedure 
proc DisplayErrorAndClose {socketID code APIName} { 

global tclargv 
if {Scode != -2 && Scode != -108} { 

set code2 [catch "ErrorStringGet SsocketID Scode strError"] 
if{$code2!=0} { 

puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => Scode - ErrorStringGet ERROR 
=>Scode2" 

set tcl_argv(0) "SAPIName ERROR => Scode" 
} else { 

puts stdout "SAPIName SstrError" 
set tcl_argv(0) "SAPIName SstrError" 

} 
} else { 

if {Scode = - 2 } { 
puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => Scode: TCP timeout" 
set tcl_argv(0) "SAPIName ERROR => Scode: TCP timeout" 

} 
if {Scode = -108} { 

puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => Scode : The TCP/IP connection 
was closed by an administrator" 

set tcl_argv(0) "SAPIName ERROR => Scode : The TCP/IP 
connection was closed by an administrator" 

} 
} 
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set code2 [catch "TCP CloseSocket SsocketlD"] 
return 

} 

#Main process 
set TimeOut 7000 
set code 0 
set p 1 

#machinning Speed 
set s 2 

# Voltage 
set v 2.05128 

#Distance from glass while machining 

Duts stdout"************************************************************" 

puts stdout " > » Starting 2D machinning process" 

puts stdout "Machinning speed is $s mm per second" 

set voltage [expr { 15.6 * $v}] 

puts stdout "Applied Voltage is Svoltage V" 

# load the FindZero function 
source//Admin//Public//Scripts//FindZero.tcl 

#Open TCP socket 
OpenConnection STimeOut socketID 
if {SsocketlD ==-1} { 

puts stdout "OpenConnection failed => SsocketlD" 
return 

} 

tt ti it it ii if ti it ii u it it tj it tt it u n ii in I it H ii u it ti it ii ii ii if it it u u ii it ti it n it u it ii 4m u it nil it II it n n it it tut it ti u n u 
TT'TT f I it it tt rrTTTT t f 11 rt Tf TT ft i t Tt 11 TT If 11 ft TTtlTl II It Jin II Itll IITTft f I TTiT7T7TTTTr TI IT IITTTITI ** W T T T T it lilt l I T r l l i f U If If II IT it 

# Move Z'axis down 

puts stdout "Move Z axis down to start..." 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Z 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Z 8"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 
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DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {$code != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.X -25"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Y 10"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

# Start the For Loop 

for {seti 1} {$i<3} {incri} { 

puts stdout "############################################" 

puts stdout "Starting Fabrication of the Si th Channel" 

setp[expr {100* Si}] 

set path //Admin//Public//$p 

set q [open Spath "a+"] 

till II 11 till till till ItII till It It IIII IIIIII lilt H IJ 1111 till It tlllilMUiltl It IIII tJ It it 
TTTtTtTTTtTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTtttTTTTTTTTTTTtTT 

# Finds the first point 

puts stdout " > » Finding the first point of the Si th channel" 

FindZero SsocketlD Z 

puts stdout " » » Z = $Z" 

set Zl $Z 

puts $q "Z1=$Z" 

set pi [expr{-l *$Z1}] 
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mmmfmmmm§#mm#mm##m##mm#M###mm 
# Move up the Z axis 

puts stdout "Moving Z axis up" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 
0.0010.001"] 

if {Scode !=0}{ 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
############################################# 
# Move the X axis to find the second point of channel 

puts stdout "Moving X axis" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X 15"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
ttttititiiitti tut it mi it u it miJt tin it ii it mi tui mm nit it a ii it it II t1 u tin it tin it tut it it 
TT Trtt TTtrtT TTtrTrtTTTTTTTTttTtTTTTTTTTTtT TTTTTTTT TTTTTT TTTTTtTTTT tttt tttt tt tttttttt tttttttt tttttttt 

# Finds the second point of channel 

puts stdout " > » Finding the second point of the $i th channel" 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

puts s t d o u t " » » Z2 = $Z" 

set Z2 $Z 

set DZ [expr {SZ1 - SZ2}] 

puts $q "Z2=$Z" 

set p2 [expr {-1 * $Z2}] 

set d [expr {Spl -Sp2}] 
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seta[expr{$d/15}] 

#setb[expr{-I * $Z2}] 

puts $q "The Chaneel line equation: z= $a x" 
###################################################3 
# Go up 5 microns plus 0.07 

puts stdout "Move Z axis up to start..." 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.1 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

if{$code!=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -0.06"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 

####################################################### 
# Doing the microchannel fabrication and gathering data 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z $s 400 
0.0010.001"] 

if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X $s 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

llMUUliii It It 11 lilt It U it tl It II It II tl IIII It II IIUlUiUUM I IIIII II tl tt till It tl II IIIIIIII litl II lillliUMUMM IIII tt tt ft tr n tt i ITT rr rf TfTfTf'ff it tt tt tt li it ft TT it tt TTTT f I t >TfTf ft rt ti tt TT it tt rr TT rni n it it tt trrr tt iftrf t tt tt tt it it ti tt tr tr TT TTTTTT TT IIIIII It it II tl IIIIIIIIII tl ft It tttt tttt tt Tt ft fT ft TTTT TT TTTT Tr It It II till IT Ittt tt tt tt ft it TT TT TTTTTTTTTtTt It It tl II It 

# Turn on the power 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC4 $v"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "Electrodischarge starts for 2D machining..." 
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set code [catch "GatheringConfigurationSet SsocketID XYZ.Z.CurrentPosition 
GPI02.ADC1 GPI02.ADC2"] 

if{$code!=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringConfigurationSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet SsocketID 
XYZ.Z.SGamma.MotionState 0 0 0 0"] 

if {$code != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet SsocketID 
GatheringRun 33333 3 0 0"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedStart SsocketID argl"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "EventExtendedStart" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ -15,0,$DZ"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GatheringStopAndSave SsocketID "] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringStopAndSave" 
return 

} 

#Change the gathered file name 

set new_name //Admin//Public//$i 
puts stdout "Snewname" 

file rename -force — //Admin//Public//Gathering.dat Snewname 

# Stop the discharge 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC4 0"J 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 
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puts stdout "Electrodischarge stops" 

###################################################### 
#Move up the Z axis 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 2 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {$code != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID $code 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "The $i th channel is finished" 

# Measure the depth 

puts stdout "Procedure for measuring the depth starts" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X 12"] 
if {Scode !=0}{ 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

j / u it u tt it it it II nil it iJiiii // II II II it ii it II n it ti tut u it u u tt4i u u it ti n HLWUiiAiuuMUUUiiimu 
I I it it rr rr ft ft rr rt rr tt ft ft ft ttTT ft ft tt tr tf rt it tt tt tt 11 TT It tt i r f F ttTT TTTTTTTf tt rr tt 11 T T TT tt tt tt ttlt ft It I f tt t TTT 
11 if it It TTTTTT TTTT TTTTTT TTTTTTTT TTTTTTTTTI IT TtTtTTTTtTTT II It It II ttTT TTTTTT TTTT TT TTTTTT TTTT TttTTTTtttTt Tt TT tt Tt 

# measure the depth of channel 
setm3 

set sum 0 

for {setk 10} {$k<20} {incrk} { 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

set pd [expr {-1 * $Z}] 

#set code [catch "GroupPositionCurrentGet SsocketID XYZ.Z Depth"] 
#if {Scode !=0} { 
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# DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code 
"GroupPositionCurrentGet" 

#return 
#} 

400 0.0010.001"] 

#Calculate the depth 

puts stdout "Calculating the depth of the $k point" 

set SurfaceBeforeDrilling [expr {$a * $m}] 

setpf[expr {$pd-$p2}] 

set Depth [expr {SSurfaceBeforeDrilling - $pf}] 

puts stdout "$k th Depth = $Depth" 

set sum [expr {$sum + SDepth}] 

puts stdout "sum= $sum" 

puts $q "$k Depth= $Depth" 

################################################### 
# move axis to find the next depth 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 2 

if {$code != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

"GroupMoveRelative" 

} 

400 0.0010.001"] 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -1"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

return 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 1 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X -1"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"GroupMoveRelative" 

return 
} 
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set m [expr {$m + 1}] 

} 

# find the average channel depth 

set AverageDepth [expr {$sum / 10}] 

puts stdout "The average depth for the $i channel is = SAverageDepth" 

puts $q "Average channel depth for channel $i is = SAverageDepth" 

#Take the position to start the next channel 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZX 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.X -2"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 

# 11 It II IIUII tl It It II llUUUtl IIII IIXtMJJUlt tl II It IIII It IIII It It It It II tl IIIIIIII II Ull II II II IIII It li II tl If I f If TTrtTTTg TT TT TTTr If II IrTT " ttTl tl II TTIt f f f f ff f fTT f f f T Tl fTTTTT f f TT II II II II Ji JJ TT II II IT TTTT TT TfTrtrTTTf 

#Move Y axis left for the next channel 

puts stdout "Move Y axis to fabricate the next channel" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Y 1 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Y 3"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 
close $q 

set code [catch "GatheringReset SsocketlD "] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GatheringReset" 
return 

} 

} 
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######################################## 
puts stdout ' * » » 2D micro-machining for the first 5 channel series, has been successfully 
finished" 

############################################################################### 
############################## 
# Start machinning of the second 6 channel series 
puts stdout 

# Move X and Y Axis to start the second 6 channel series 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet $socketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X 20"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 1 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Y -6"] 
if {Scode .'=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

# Start the For Loop 

for {set i 3} {$i<6} {incr i} { 

puts stdout "######################^####################" 

puts stdout "Starting Fabrication of the Si th Channel" 

setp[expr{100*$i}] 

set path //Admin//Public//$p 

set q [open Spath "a+"] 

Iifti[ifiiiitiitffufi44ilttf{44ttii4iii44ti4i44 M tilt f4M1i4l4{ If4t4441-tt4f4{lltlil4f 
TTTTtTTrttittt It ft fi IHfttttttttttttTTttttifHTTWtl^ttftttHHftffTTftftitll'ftttfttf 

it Finds the first point 
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puts stdout " > » Finding the first point of the $i th channel" 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

puts s t d o u t " » » Z = $Z" 

set Z l $Z 

puts$q"Zl=$Z" 

set pi [expr{-l *$Z1}] 

It It tt tt It 11II It It 11 tilt It It II It 11II11II11 It IIIIII11 Jill 1111II11IIIIIIIIIIIII 111 It tl It It It 

# Move up the Z axis 

puts stdout "Moving Z axis up" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
############################################# 
# Move the X axis to find the second point of channel 

puts stdout "Moving X axis" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZJC 15"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
diiiuiminumu tut tt it it it ti n it it tt tt ti ti UJIIIJJ tut u tin n u it ti u u n n n // ti n n ti n 1111 
ft ft f r t t f i it t f i f fr rr wt ir T T T I tw if ft wt rf tw wf tt tr FT n TFTTTTIT it lTtt it TTrr I I T I r i i f ^ l l if T T T T T T T T f i 11TTTT 

rr rr rr TT IT rr TT rr IT TrrTfr ft frrr IT IT rrrrfffrrT 

# Finds the second point of channel 

puts stdout " > » Finding the second point of the Si th channel" 

FindZero SsocketID Z 
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puts stdout " » » Z2 = $Z" 

set Z2 $Z 

set DZ [expr {$Z1 -$Z2}] 

puts $q "Z2=$Z" 

set p2 [expr {-1 * $Z2}] 

set d [expr {$pl - $p2}] 

set a [expr {$d/15}] 

#setb[expr{-l * $Z2}] 

puts $q "The Chaneel line equation: z= $a x" 
rrrrTTTTrrTrrrTTtrrrTrTrirfffffrfrrTTrfrJTttrtn 

# Go up 5 microns plus 0.07 

puts stdout "Move Z axis up to start..." 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.1 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

if {$code != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -0.06"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 

####################################################### 
# Doing the microchannel fabrication and gathering data 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z $s 400 
0.0010.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X $s 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

# 11 It It IIII Itltll tl U till tl IIIIMMMJIII tt tl IHIIIII tt IIII It II It IIIIII tt ttII II It IIIIUUUMUII f IIIII till If IIII till li tl U It 11 l i " " "• " " ft ft II tr ft tt ft tt ww wr ft rf ft ttn tl II IJ II f i l l If II II tt If i f If f I ff f r f f If ff ft tt tt TT If ft If tr ffTfTf t f rr TTTT TTTTtTTttTTrttti tt it llrrrTFTrrrTJTrTfTrTirfTrTrrn^n^rrfrTTrrfTFrTrTiTrirttttttttttttTTtjtTiTttTTTT tr TTTT ttttTttttTtttT 
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# Turn on the power 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC4 $v"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "Electrodischarge starts for 2D machining..." 

set code [catch "GatheringConfigurationSet SsocketID XYZ.Z.CurrentPosition 
GPI02.ADC1 GPI02.ADC2"] 

if{$code!=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringConfigurationSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet SsocketID 
XYZ.Z.SGamma.MotionState 00 0 0"] 

if {Scode 1=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"EventExtendedConfigurationTriggerSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet SsocketID 
GatheringRun 33333 3 0 0"] 

if {Scode 5=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"EventExtendedConfigurationActionSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "EventExtendedStart SsocketID argl"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "EventExtendedStart" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ -15,0,$DZ"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GatheringStopAndSave SsocketID "] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringStopAndSave" 
return 

} 

#Change the gathered file name 

set newname //Admin//Public//$i 
puts stdout "Snewname" 

file rename -force — //Admin//Public//Gathering.dat Snewname 
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# Stop the discharge 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC4 0"] 
if {$code != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "Electrodischarge stops" 

###################################################### 
#Move up the Z axis 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 2 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {$code != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID X YZ.Z -1"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "The $i th channel is finished" 

# Measure the depth 

puts stdout "Procedure for measuring the depth starts" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 
0.0010.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X 12"] 
. if {Scode !=0}{ -

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

# n II it II n II II n ti n II n II n tt till 11II SI II1LU ll±l±l IIII It II III! It II It Mil 111X111111 It II It 11IIII It lilt IIIIII 
*i ft rrrTrrrr wr rr tr n n if TI n rw it I I I I U T I u TTTT TI II MI TT M 11 II II II fi f f TT II tt ti if it trrr it t I T T T T T I TI I I FWTT TTTTTT 
TrTTTrTTTTTttTtTTttTTTtTTTttTTTTtTTTTTTTtT TTtTTTtTtl TT TTttTTTTTTJT TTTT Trlttt TTtTTrtr TT TrTTTrTrTrTrtt TT TTTt TT 

# measure the depth of channel 
setm 3 

set sum 0 
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for {set k 10} {$k<20} {incrk} { 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

setpd[expr{-l * $Z}] 

#set code [catch "GroupPositionCurrentGet SsocketID XYZ.Z Depth"] 
#if {Scode !=0} { 
# DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"GroupPositionCurrentGet" 
#return 

#} 
II tl tl llll ft II It IIIIIIIIII tt IIII tl It It If tl II llll tt tl II tl tl II IHt tt It It IIII It II tl 11IIII It II 

#CalcuIate the depth 

puts stdout "Calculating the depth of the $k point" 

set SurfaceBeforeDrilling [expr {$a * $m}] 

set pf [expr {Spd - $p2}] 

set Depth [expr {SSurfaceBeforeDrilling - Spf}] 

puts stdout "$k th Depth = SDepth" 

set sum [expr {Ssum + SDepth}] 

puts stdout "sum= Ssum" 

puts $q "$k Depth= SDepth" 
iitiiiitiitiiiiiiititiiiiiiiitttttittttitittititttiititttttiitiiittitiiiittiiititiiitttittittititiiiti 

# move axis to find the next depth 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 2 
400 0.0010.001"] 

if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"GroupMoveRelative" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 1 
400 0.0010.001"] 

if{$code!=0}{ 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 
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} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X -1"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"GroupMoveRelative" 

return 
} 

set m [expr {$m + 1}] 

} 

# find the average channel depth 

set AverageDepth [expr {$sum /10}] 

puts stdout "The average depth for the $i channel is = SAverageDepth" 

puts $q "Average channel depth for channel $i is = SAverageDepth" 

#Take the position to start the next channel 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X -2"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 

MMMM JiJJji JJlHtJJ444l-U444l2121MllIi IIIIIIIIIIII It Jill IJ JJJJ IIII It JMSMMM-UM It IIIIIIU It IIII JJ.U11 ZZ TTTT fl it IfTT if •• IIIIIIII IfII TTTTTT it trrt TTTTfffTfTftTT^lf l tl 1111 Jl If U ITTTTT TT It IITT JI Tl II TTTT^, ft if it IIII Tt TTTTTTTI TTtTttfT IT TT it 11 ITTTTr TTTT TTTTTT II tt ft It It II tl It tl It TT TT Tt TtTt IT TTTT TT II It It tl tl It 11 It It it It tl tttt 

#Move Y axis left for the next channel 

puts stdout "Move Y axis to fabricate the next channel" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode NO} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Y 3"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 

1 400 

Scode 
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close $q 
set code [catch "GatheringReset SsocketID "] 

if{$code!=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GatheringReset" 

return 
} 

puts stdout 
nt**********************************************************************.** » 

puts stdout 
*************************************************************************** 
puts stdout "The hole process for fabrication of 10 channels has been been successfully finished" 
puts stdout "IPLEASE DO NOT FORGET TO REMOVE THE GATHERED DATA FROM 
PUBLIC FOLDER OF XPS!" 

# Close TCP socket 
TCP CloseSocket SsocketID 

************************************************************************************* 

1- Computer code fabricating the Y shape device 

This code is for fabrication of the Y shape device with three through holes as inlets 

and outlet wells shown in figure 5-5 

************************************************************************* 
#Display error and close procedure 
proc DisplayErrorAndClose {socketID code APIName} { 

global tclargv 
if {Scode != -2 && Scode != -108} { 

set code2 [catch "ErrorStringGet SsocketID Scode strError"] 
if{$code2!=0} { 

puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => Scode - ErrorStringGet ERROR 
=> $code2" 

set tcl_argv(0) "SAPIName ERROR => Scode" 
} else { 

puts stdout "SAPIName SstrError" 
set tcl_argv(0) "SAPIName SstrError" 

} 
} else { 

if {Scode = -2} { 
puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => Scode : TCP timeout" 
set tclargv(O) "SAPIName ERROR => Scode: TCP timeout" 

} 
if {Scode = -108} { 

puts stdout "SAPIName ERROR => Scode : The TCP/IP connection 
was closed by an administrator" 

set tcl_argv(0) "SAPIName ERROR => Scode : The TCP/IP 
connection was closed by an administrator" 
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} 
} 
set code2 [catch "TCPCloseSocket SsocketID"] 
return 

} 

#Main process 
set TimeOut 9000 
set code 0 
sett 100000 

#machinning Speed 
set s 0.01 

# Voltage 
setv 1.8 
set m 2.11 

#Distance from glass while machining 

Duts stdoutM************************************************************" 

puts stdout " > » Starting 2D machinning process" 

puts stdout "Machinning speed is $s mm per second" 

set voltage [expr { 15.6 * $v}] 

puts stdout "Applied Voltage is Svoltage V" 

# load the FindZero function 
source //Admin//Public//Scripts//FindZero.tcl 

#Open TCP socket 
OpenConnection STimeOut socketID 
if {SsocketID = -1} { 

puts stdout "OpenConnection failed => SsocketID" 
return 

} 

• it ti it it it it ti it uuit tin n u it it it tt it II imumxu it n ti n u mi uit n it it u 11 it n u u ti n ti ti ttiiiiittumuiiuiitt mi it a 
f f TT T t ft PrTTTTTf ff TT'f f ti II It Ft tT 91 TI ff ff It TT II ft ft II II IITTtl II FrTTTTtl T T TT 11 I ITT II J ITT II II TT Ml F ^* f f •" *" •* fTTTTfTT Ft It TTTTlf TTTTTT 
TTTt it It It II If IIIIIIIIIIII It It It IT It t t t t ti TT tlttTT TTTT TTTTTT tt TI II It IIII It TTTTTTTTTTTT II TT TI TTT1 TI tTTTTT TI tT TT TTTTTT It IIIIIIII It It 

# Move Z'axis down 

puts stdout "Move Z axis down to start..." 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z 1"] 
if{$code!=0} { 
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DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {$code != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X -25"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Y 15"] 
if {Scode !=0) { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
############################################ 
# Start the For Loop 

#for{setil}{$i<2) {incri} { 

puts stdout "############################################" 

puts stdout "Starting Fabrication of the MicroMixer" 

# 11IIIIII It It IIII1111111111111111111111 It It It It It lilt IIII It II It It 1444 44 41444444 It IIIt ts 11 11 11 11 tl 11 ttTT tt ft TT It frTf it ft tt tiir tr it if rrTf ir ir ft TITT ft ITTTTTTTTTTTTT JI I I i r r r TTtt TTtttt ittrtTtttr TTTtTTTT TTtttttttt TTTtTtlTTTTTTTTTTTjTTTTTTTTT TTTT TTTT TTTTTTTT TT 

# Finds the first point 

puts stdout " > » Finding the first point of the MicroMixer" 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

puts s t d o u t " » » Z3 = $Z" 

set Z3 $Z 

1111H1X11 tt II till II till It II It Jill UIIIIII It II tttl It IIII It It IIIIII1111 lilt II tl 111111111111 
ff ft tf ft If TT ff TT IT TT f ITTTT ff ffTTTf fT I I Tf'fFTI Tf Tf Tf ff ff I I TT I I I I TTTT 11 I f I rTT It It " TTTTTTTTTT 

TTtttTtttTTT TT TTTT tTTT TTTT TTTTTTTTTT TTTTTT TTTTTTTT TTTtTTTT TTTT tilt TTTTfTTTTTTT TTTTTT TT TTTT 

# Move up the Z axis 

puts stdout "Moving Z axis up" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
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DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
IIIIIIII till It 11 till it till It II till It II llll IIII Jill II II ttUMUUlt HUH IIIHIttlltl IIIIIt 

# Move the X axis to find the second point of channel 

puts stdout "Moving X axis" 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 
0.0010.001"] 

if {Scode 1=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.X 10"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
# 1111 II II II II II II tt If It tt till " >> 'I " '"' "" 'I 'I I* "'* I* 'I II It II It It It It tt II II It II II II II II II It II It 

# Finds the second point of channel 

puts stdout " > » Finding the second point of the channel" 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

puts s t d o u t " » » Z2 = $Z" 

setZ2$Z 

44 HUH llll II 114444 IIII llll II11II llll IIU HMtllt IHI4A44 44 HII llll IIIIIIIIII11444141II 114414 II44 4144 44444444 444444 
fffffffttfffftiftffl tt tfttff tttftt ffTTTt Htfttftftlt II TTttftftftfttt'TT tt tl it ft ft TTTTTTttttff fftt tftfft TTTTTr XT TTTTTr 

# Find the first point of the channel for the first fluid 

puts stdout "Moving Z axis up" 
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 2 400 

0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
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return 
} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet $socketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ 3.5,-3.5,0"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

FindZero SsocketlD Z 

puts stdout " » » Zl = $Z" 

setZlSZ 

set AZ [expr {SZ2 - $Z1}] 
set BZ [expr {SZ3 - $Z2}] 

# 414141 utt tt it 11111111 tt tin n it it 11 it uti 4H1 iiuuuiiii it nit 11 tittiiuit ti 11 it it tin tin it tt mm ft tTTTTT Tf T! II tt TT ti tt tt tt ft tt II IT T*T TTTTTT I I fTTTTf If II tt flTTTfTTTt TT TT IT IT I ITT If f TTTTTT t II TI TTTTTTTT \ TTTTTT TTTTTT11 tilt TTTT TTtTttTTTTtt TTTTTT TT tttt It TTTTTT TTTT TTTTTT tTTTTT TTTTTTTT TTTTTT TTTT TTTTTTTTTT TT J 

# Go up 5 microns plus 0.07 

puts stdout "Move Z axis up to start..." 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Z 0.1 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Z -0.04"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 

tt mi it it ii4141 mm u miu uitii n mt n n it ti u ti it tt it ti mi n it it it if it n it tt tt n tt tt unit it ti 11111111 
IT If TT IJ II TT II fTTI TI II II II TTTT nTTTI TTTTTT II II If ft ft Tt ft If tt TT IT FT Tl 11 II II H If** " " "' If TT It II Tl TT II II TI IJ IJTT 
TTTtTTII tttt Tilt It II It It tl till It 11 tt tt ti it TTTT 71 It ft II ft tttt II It tt tTTTTT TITTTT T11111 tt tl tt tt It It Tt TTTT TTTTTT TT 

# Doing the microchannel fabrication for the first fluid channel 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Z $s 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
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DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X $s 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if{$code!=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y $s 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

############################################################ 
# Turn on the power 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 $v"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

puts stdout "Electrodischarge starts for 2D machining..." 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ -3.5,3.5,$AZ"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ -10,0,$BZ"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 0"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "Electrodischarge stops" 

# iist ii mi imjjit it ii ii if ii it ii if" i'" 'i" I* ii it it ii ii u u n tin mi II II it n n n II n it it it ii it II II ii mi uuiin tin n 11111111 
tTtTTT ttTttTTTTTTTtT ft TT TtttTT TTTTtT till IttttttttTtTtTTTTTTTTttTTTttTTTtnntttTtTTTltTtn Tt TTTTTTTTTT tt Tt tt TttrtttT 

it Sart fabrication of the second fluid channel 
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set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if{$code!=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID $code 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if {Scode N 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode 1= 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ 13.5,3.5,0"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

puts s t d o u t " » » Z0 = $Z" 

set Z0 $Z 

set CZ [expr {$Z2 - $Z0}] 

# Go up 5 microns plus 0.07 

puts stdout "Move Z axis up to start..." 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.1 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -0.04"] 
if {Scode !=0}{ 
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DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 
} 

# Turn on the power 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 $v"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z $s 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

i f {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X $s 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y $s 400 0.001 
0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

#} 

puts stdout "Electrodischarge starts for 2D machining..." 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ -3.5,-3.5,$CZ"] 
if {Scode !=0}{ 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

#set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ -10,0,$BZ"] 
#if {Scode !=0}{ 
# DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
#return 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 0"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 
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puts stdout "Electrodischarge stops" 

#Move up the Z axis 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if{$code!=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 
set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -2"] 
if {Scode 1=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout" First inlet drilling starts" 

#} 
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ 3.5,-3.5,0"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

for {set i 1} {$i<7} {incr i} { 

->..4-« ~*-^l »....* " // If IIIIIt tl It II ft IIMMMM It tl tl U UU Hit tl II It It It it U It It II It II IIIIII41 IIIIMMM4JW n l l T C CTfl / i l IT " fi IIII11 i' iif* n M ir rf TTTTTT II II it II II II T f tt i rrr n tt II II tr TT TTTTTTTI it II TrtfTt tt tt tt ti LsUlft J l U U U l TTJTTTTt TT tl tttttttt tttt ttttttti II tl II tl till tl Ittt II tl II Jill II II tt If tt 11 tt tt tl tt tl tTtTtt 

puts stdout "Starting Fabrication of the Si th hole" 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if{$code!=0}{ 
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DispIayErTorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.7"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "TURN ON THE POWER" 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 $m"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

after St 

puts stdout "TURN OFF THE POWER" 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 0"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -3"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
} 

#Second hole 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -1"] 
if {Scode 1=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndCIose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout" First inlet drilling starts" 

#} 
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
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if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ 0,7,0"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

for {set i l } {$i<7} {incri} { 

puts stdout "############################################" 

puts stdout "Starting Fabrication of the Si th hole" 

FindZero SsocketID Z 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode !=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z 0.7"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "TURN ON THE POWER" 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 $m"J 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

after $t 

puts stdout TURN OFF THE POWER" 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketID GPI02.DAC1 0"] 
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if{$code!=0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -3"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
} 

# Third hole outlet 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Z 1 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ.Z -1"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout" First inlet drilling starts" 

#} 
set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.X 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 

if {Scode != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketID XYZ.Y 2 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketID XYZ -13.5,-3.5,0"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketID Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

for {set i 1} {$i<7} {incr i} { 

puts stdout "############################################" 

puts stdout "Starting Fabrication of the Si th hole" 
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FindZero SsocketlD Z 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Z 1 400 
0.001 0.001"] 

if {$code != 0} { 
DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD $code 

"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Z 0.7"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout "TURN ON THE POWER" 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketlD GPI02.DAC 1 $m"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

after $t 

puts stdout "TURN OFF THE POWER" 

set code [catch "GPIOAnalogSet SsocketlD GPI02.DAC1 0"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GPIOAnalogSet" 
return 

} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Z -3"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 
} 

set code [catch "PositionerSGammaParametersSet SsocketlD XYZ.Z 1 400 0.001 0.001"] 
if {Scode !=0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode 
"PositionerSGammaParametersSet" 

return 
} 

set code [catch "GroupMoveRelative SsocketlD XYZ.Z -10"] 
if {Scode != 0} { 

DisplayErrorAndClose SsocketlD Scode "GroupMoveRelative" 
return 

} 

puts stdout ' * » » micro-machining has been successfully finished" 
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# Close TCP socket 
TCP CloseSocket SsocketID 
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